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1. Introduction 
It is known that, when we construct a Gale&in approximation for the boundary value 
problem using piecewise polynomials, various superconvergence phenomena are observed at 
certain specific points in the domain [l-12]. Particularly, superconvergence properties for the 
derivative of the approximate solution are considered in [2,3,7,8,9,11,12]. In these studies, Krizek 
and Neittaanmaki [7] first presented a theoretical result for the technique of averaging gradients 
at the mesh points which improves the accuracy of the derivative of the Galerkin finite element 
solution using linear triangular elements. That is, they proved that the new gradient obtained by 
the averaging technique is superconvergent approximation to the exact gradient in the L2-norm 
sense. Also Levine [9] proposed another averaging method which provides the superconvergence 
estimates in the mean square sense of the gradient at the midpoint of element edges for linear 
finite element methods. 
In this paper, we consider the similar problem described in [7] for a Gale&in method to the 
elliptic equations on the unit square with Dirichlet boundary condition based on tensor products 
of continuous piecewise polynomial spaces. We attempt to refine on the estimates derived in [7] 
and generalize the results to the case of using higher order elements. The main result of the paper 
is the fact that the superconvergence phenomena of the gradients occur, rather surprisingly, only 
in case of using odd degree polynomials. 
In the following section, we present the elliptic boundary value problem and some notations to 
be used in later sections, and then define the Galerkin approximation. In Section 3, first we show 
that, in the one dimensional case with the use of odd degree piecewise polynomials, averaging 
values of left and right limits of the approximate derivatives at the internal mesh points are 
superconvergent. On the other hand, it follows that the global convergence rate of gradients of 
the difference between the one dimensional projection of the exact solution and the Gale&in 
approximation is one order higher than the optimal rate. From these facts, we establish the 
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superconvergence at mesh points of the averaged gradient. Next, we describe, in Section 4, an a 
posteriori method to obtain the global superconvergence approximation utilizing the results in 
previous section and the superconvergence estimates at Gauss points. Finally, in Section 5, we 
illustrate some numerical examples which clarify the superconvergence properties derived in 
Sections 3 and 4. We also present a counter example which confirms us the fact that the 
superconvergence phenomenon by the averaging technique does not occur in case of using even 
degree polynomials. 
2. Elliptic problem and the Galerkin method 
Consider the following elliptic boundary value problem on a rectangular domain a = (0, 1) x 
(0, 1) in R*. 
LUG -Au+bu=f in fi, 
u=o on afi. 
(2.1) 
Assume that b( x, y) is in L”(Q) and that for each f~ LP( Sz), 1 <p < 00, (2.1) has a unique 
solution u E Wp( fin>. Here, in general, W,“( &?) denotes the usual LP-Sobolev space of order m 
on a. 
Now, in order to define the Gale&in approximation to (2.1) we introduce the approximation 
spaces. Let r (> 1) be a fixed integer and I = (0, 1). For each set E c I, P,(E) denotes the set of 
polynomials of degree at most r on E. Let 8,: 0 = x0 < x1 < . . . < xN = 1 and $,y: 0 =yO <y, < 
. . . <y, = 1 be quasi-uniform partitions of I. For simplicity we set 8, = 8,. Let Ii = (.x-r, xi), 
h, = x, - x,_~ and h = max ,.,.,h,.Alsoset B={I,xI,; l<i, j<N}.Furtherlet 
&;I(S,)={L!EC(I); U(,,EP,(I,),ldidN, u(O)=u(l)=O} 
and 
PF(I,) = {rEP,(I,); u(x&r) =u(xl)=o}. 
We now define the partition of D by 6 = 8, @ 8, and let 
A(6) =&Y;(s,) @k$&$). 
Here 6, 8, and 8, will be mostly suppressed. Then we determine the Gale&in approximation 
U E.&Y to (2.1) by 
B(U, u> = (f, u), u EA, (2.2) 
where B( U, u) = (VU, VU) + (bU, v) and (1, -) implies L* inner product on &?. From now on, 
for arbitrary domain A in Rf ’ or R *, (. , -)A denotes L* inner product on A. Also denote usual 
LP-Sobolev space of order m on A by W,“(A) or W,l( A) for 1 < p d co and integer m >, 0. 
Particularly for p = 2, according to usage, Wp( A) or WTO( A) are written as H”(A) or W,“(A), 
respectively. Further we adopt the usual Sobolev norm as the norm in Wpm(A) and, when A = ti, 
I( . (1 wprtcnj is simply denoted by 11 . (1 ,+,“. 
NO& we give the definition of the Gauss points. First, Y Gauss points on I: 0 < 7r < . . . < 7,. 
< 1 are the roots of the following Jacobi polynomial. 
J,(x) = f - -& [ x’(1 - X)‘]) (2-3) 
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where c is a constant chosen so the coefficient of x’ in (2.3) is 1. Next, for each 1 < i < N, the 
Gauss points on 1, are defined as the affine transformation of rk to Ii: 
Xik = xi-1 + ?-khi, l,<k,(r. (2.4) 
Then for each subrectangle p = 1, X I, E 92, the Gauss points on p are the set of all points of the 
form (xik, y,,), 1 < k, I G r. Hereafter, we use the symbol C to denote a generic positive constant 
independent of h and not necessarily the same in any two places. 
3. Superconvergence at internal mesh points 
For any g E Ho(I), we define a projection 
(g’- (Pg)‘, L+=o, vEA;;. 
Pg E&if;, by 
(3.1) 
Then, notice that the following property holds [5]. 
(?‘g)(xi) =g(xl), 0 < i 6 N. (3.2) 
For each i, 1 < i < N - 1, set I,* = (xi-i, x,+i) = 1, U I,,, U {xi}. We now define for a function 
4 which is smooth on I,* except for xi 
where q = hi/hj+l. 
The following estimates play an essential role for the superconvergence results in this paper. 
Theorem 1. If r is odd and g E WLt2(1,*), 1 < i 6 N - 1, then 
1 .!?‘Cxi) - bi(pg) 1 G c7;L+1 II EC II w;;+qr,*) f
where hi = max( hi, hi+l). 
Outline of the proof (131. First, define a linear functional Zi on WL+2(Ii*) by 
li(+) 3 @‘(xl) - fi;(Qr+>, 
where QA E P,( I,) fl P,.( I,,,) implies the following projection 
i 
(+‘-(Q,+)‘, u’)1,=0, UEP~(I,), j=i, i+l, 
(Q&)bj) = d+), j=i-1, i, i+l. 
Notice that, from (3.2), P$ = Q,.+ on I,* for any $I E N,‘(I). 
We now fix (p E P,+,(I,*). Then, we have for each Gauss point on I,* 
I 
(@’ - CQA’)‘)(Xik) = 0, l<k<r, 
(~‘-(Q,~)‘)(~i+l,k)=O, 1 <k<r, 
where xik and ~~+i,~ are defined by (2.4). 
P-3) 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
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Using (3.5) we have the following equalities: 
$‘(x; -) = u;(xi - xii) . . . (xi-x,,) + (Q&)‘(xj -) 
= a,h;(l - 71) . . * (‘-or) + (QrG)'(Xi-) 
and 
(3.6) 
@‘(xi+) =a;(xi-Xj+r,r> *** (xi-Xi+r,r) + (Qr+)'(Xi+) 
=(-l)raih;+l~l ... T,.+ (Q,+)‘(xi+), (3.7) 
where a, is a constant. 
Notice that, from the property of the roots of Jacobi polynomial (2.3), r1 . * . rr = (1 - 
71) . . * (1 - 7,). Hence, if r is odd, then Zj($) = 0 for arbitrary cp E Pr+l(Ii*). Thus, applying the 
Peano Kernel theorem or the Bramble-Hilbert lemma, we can obtain the desired estimates. 
Now, for a function C#I E Hi(n) we define a projection P,+ EJ%‘~( 8,) by P,+ = P$( a, y) for 
each fixed y E I. P# E &X6( 8,) is also defined similarly. Then clearly we have PY P,@ = P, PY+ E 
JZ( 8). We can prove that the gradient of the difference between the composite projection PY P,u 
and the approximate solution U has the rate of convergence with one order higher than the 
optimal rate. That is, the following lemma is obtained. Hereafter, we will omit the proof for each 
proposition in the paper, see [13] for detailed proofs. 
Lemma 1. Let u and U be solutions to (2.1) and (2.2) respectively. If u E Wp"'3(i2), 2 <p d 00, 
then for sufficiently small h 
1) v( PYPXu - U) I( L” < Ch’+* )I u (1 w;+3. 
Now, for 1 < i, j < N - 1 and a continuous function [ on I,* X Ii* which is smooth on each 
p c I,* x I,*, where p is in 9, we define 
Further let 
G(S; i, j) = (bi,T(xi> Yj), hjyT(Xi, Yj))* 
Then, us stated in the following theorem, G( U; i, j) provides a superconvergent approximation to 
Vu at internal mesh points (xi, yj). From now on, we set 1 y ( = max( 1 y1 1, 1 y2 I) for any 
Y = (VI, Y2) E R2. 
Theorem 2. Let r be an odd integer (>, 1). And let u and U be solutions to (2.1) and (2.2), 
respectively. If u E Wi+3(fi), 2 <p < co, then for sufficiently small h, 
This theorem can be obtained by some arguments combining Theorem 1 and Lemma 1 with the 
triangle inequality. The estimates in Theorem 2 are one order better than the global optimal 
estimates for V( u - U). 
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4. Superconvergence for arbitrary points 
In this section, it is shown that a posteriori local procedures utilizing the results in previous 
section can be made to provide 0( h’+ ’ ) approximations to VU at arbitrary points in the domain. 
Also, using these local approximations, simple quadratures which yield 0( h’+2) convergence to u 
itself are exhibited. The following superconvergence estimates at Gauss points are proved from 
the property (3.5). 
Lemma 2. Let u and U be solutions to (2.1) and (2.2), respectively. If u E WL+3( a) and h is 
sufficiently small, then 
1 V( u - U)(Xik, yjl) I G Ch’+l II u II WL+~ (4.1) 
for 1 < i, j < N and 1 < k, 16 r, where ( xik, y,[) is the Gauss point on I, X Ij defined in Section 2. 
Further, this lemma can be extended to the following form. That is, under the same assumptions 
in Lemma 2, it holds that 
(4.2) 
for 1 < i, j G N, 1 < k, 1~ r and arbitrary (x, y) E 1(2. Also, we can extend Theorem 2 in 
previous section to obtain 
Ii $-h;,u)(xi, y)i+/($-bj,,U)(x, y+Chril,l~llw~+~ (4.3) 
forl<i, j<Nand(x, y)~52. 
Now, using these results we construct a superconvergent approximation to the gradient of u 
on each subrectangle p E 9%“. For fixed 1 < i, j < N, we define G(U) = (U,*, I..$*), where 
U,*, U,* E I’,( I,) @ I’,( Ij), as the solution of following linear equations (see Fig. 1) 
I 
G(U)(+, Y,) = G(U; i, j), 
G(U)(x;k, Yj/> = VU(xik, Yj/>, 1 < k, l< r, 
(4.4) 
Here, when i = N replace xi by xN_r in (4.4), and so with yN. 
Thus we can determine G(U) for all p E 95’. Therefore, G(U) is considered as a function on 1(2 
having, in general, discontinuity on each mesh line. The following theorem implies that G(U) is 
an O(h”+‘) p su erconvergent approximation to VU in the L” norm sense. 
Theorem 3. Let r be an odd integer (2 1). And let u, U and G(U) be solutions to (2.1), (2.2) and 
(4.4), respectively. If u E WL+’ (fin), then for sufficiently small h 
IIv~-GG(U)I)~-~~~~C~~+~JI~JJ~~+~, PEG. 
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Fig. 1. Choice of the interpolation points in p = I, x I, (r = 3). 
Finally, in particular for Y 2 3, using G(U) defined in (4.4) we can provide a superconvergent 
approximation 3 for the solution u of (2.1) itself which is determined locally by 
0(X, Y) = JX ux*(<, Y> d5+ J uy*(Xi-r> V) dq + u(x;-i, _Y-1) (4.5) 
x1-1 Y,&l 
for each 1 6 i, j G N and (x, y) E Ii X Ii. 
Theorem 4. Assume the hypotheses of Theorem 3 and let r? be the function defined by (4.5) on each 
p E 22. If r >, 3 and h is sufficiently small, then 
IIu- ~/I(.“(p)~Chr+211~lI~~+,~ PEG, 
which is one order better than the optimal order of convergence for u - U. 
5. Numerical examples 
In order to demonstrate the results described in Sections 3 and 4, we present some numerical 
examples. 
Problem: 
i 
-Au = sin ~TX. sin ITS, (x, y) E 0, 
u = 0, (x1 Y> E aQ, 
(5-I) 
where D = (0, 1) X (0, 1). 
The exact solution to (5.1): 
u(x, y) = (1/27r2) sin 71~. sin 7ry. 
We solved (5.1) numerically using the scheme (2.2) and calculated the various errors for several r 
and N. We show these results in Tables l-3. The meanings of symbols are as follows: 
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Table 1 
Improvement of errors by averaging (for r = 1) 
N LEFT( = RIGHT) 
8 0.312E-1 
12 0.208 E - 1 
16 O.l56E-1 
MEAN 
O.l90E-2 
0.880E-3 
0.501 E - 3 
Table 2 
Non-improvement of errors by averaging (for r = 2) 
N LEFT( = RIGHT) 
4 0.723E-2 
6 0.346 E - 2 
8 0.198 E - 2 
MEAN 
0.549E-2 
0.308E-2 
O.l87E-2 
Table 3 
Improvement of errors by procedure (4.4) 
N OTHER NEWGRAD 
8 O.l53E-1 0.332E-2 
12 O.l03E-1 O.l54E-2 
16 0.777E-2 0.877E-3 
NEWGRAD = IIMX 
l<i,j<N 
(J(Vu-G(U))[xi-ah, Yj-ih)l). 
Here, we used the partition of I into N equal parts. 
Tables 1 and 3 confirm us the superconvergence asserted in Theorem 2 and 3, respectively. As 
contrasted with these facts, Table 2 suggests that we cannot expect the improvement of the errors 
by the averaging procedures in case of using even degree polynomials. 
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